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2020 is officially in full swing with a massive upgrade to our Transaction Check tool. We’ve already 
received some useful feedback that will help us think through our next iteration, and we look forward to 
seeing this powerful tool at work. 
 
This month’s top stories bring you an exclusive look into Incident Management, as well as a breakdown 
of use cases for the upgrades to our Transaction check. 

Secrets of Great Incident Management

When you're in the thick of server downtime, is your team cohesively working toward a solution? 
 
Are you executing or reacting? 
 
This guest post from our resident SRE expert, John Arundel, walks us through an intense sixteen 
minute downtime event. This exclusive, detailed glimpse into incident management is live now on the 
Uptime.com blog.

Got game?

January 2020 Outage Report

Welcome to the future! Google Drive is failing for some of you but not others, you can’t access your 
passwords, and you can’t withdraw cash on vacation. This stranded on a desert isle dream was reality 
in the month of January, which saw drama in the financial services and internet infrastructure sectors. 
 
January’s downtime reinforces just how connected we have become, and how reliant we are on 
infrastructure that can seemingly fail on a whim.

Read on for insights and key takeaways.

Massive Transaction Check Upgrade
We’ve made a fairly major upgrade to our Transaction Check tool that improves technical details 
available during an outage, and we’ve added new commands including variables. 
 
For a comprehensive list of changes we’ve made, see this update from the Uptime.com Status Page. 

Subscribe to our Status Page here.

Transaction Check Use Cases for 2020

A new year calls for new use cases. In this blog entry, we walk you through several uses for the new 
Transaction tool that utilize our upgraded features. From Constants and Variables to Selectors with 
XPath, we’ll show you how to start utilizing a transaction check now. 
 
Follow along in our fictional startup as we deploy a new UI, walking you through several ways our 
transaction check tool can assist in QA and monitoring. 
 
Tips and tricks here on the Uptime.com blog. 
 
 

Retrieving One-Minute Metrics
There are a multitude of ways to retrieve the performance metrics you need at your desired interval. 
 
Did you know you can use the Uptime.com API, and several integration partners? 

Learn more about retrieving and working with one-minute metrics in our support document.

Color-Coded Graphs

Ever wondered about the thresholds for color-coded graphs? 
 
If you’re hooked on the need for site speed, these graphs are an obsession. But how does Uptime.com 
determine when a site is fast enough for the coveted blue graph? 
 
Everything you need to know is here, in our update to Reporting all about color-coded graphs. 

What Customers Say About Uptime.com

“The admin console is extremely snappy and very easy to understand. It's great that Uptime.com 
makes API endpoints available as well, so that we can pull the data into our own application.”
-Wes @ Copywriters

Review Uptime.com on G2 Crowd

Like what you see here? Check out our past newsletters for more articles, updates, and information. 
 
Lastly, give us a shout�at support@uptime.com if you have any questions.
 
Happy Monitoring, 
 
The Uptime.com Team
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